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About Chrysalis Group

! Chrysalis Group are a massive media production company, and are one of if not 
the leading independent music publishing company. The Chairman of this company, 
(Chris Wright) was reported to be  “The 1,000th richest man in the UK”. Philip Beresford, 
[25 Apr 2009]. Their field of operation lies in artist management, music publishing, copy-
right ownership and entertainment product distribution, covering a wide range of the mu-
sic industry.

The Chrysalis Group's roots go back to 1967 when Chris Wright and Terry Ellis, aged 22 
and 23 worked together managing and booking bands for the Ellis Wright Agency. Mainly 
providing entertainment for their target audience of British colleges and universities. In 
1968 they signed a licensing deal with Island Records with the agreement stating; 

 “should Wright and Ellis' acts log an agreed number of hits, they would be 
awarded a label in their own right.” And this is how the independent record company 
Chrysalis began. The name made of half Chris, and half Ellis formed Chrysalis. Ellis later 
on sold his shares in the business and Wright made the company a Public Limited Com-
pany. In 1991 he sold the record label to EMI but retained the Publishing company, and 
now the company Chrysalis owns their music publishing company and quite a few minor 
sub labels. [No Author. Date Unknown. Chrysalis are one of the most successful publish-
ing businesses to date and own copyrights to some of the most famous people in the 
worlds work,
 “Chrysalis owns the rights to songs by a range of artists, including Michael Jack-
son”. Amanda Andrews and Helia Ebrahimi, [27/11/2010].

Strategy and Marketing

 Understandably, Chrysalis Don’t do a great deal of marketing as they are not a 
company that serve the public. However they do advertise everything that they are doing 
on their website, http://www.chrysalismusic.co.uk. They have a calendar that keeps you 
up to date with what they and their artists are doing and when. They have a news section 
where they tell you anything they think is relevant. They also have a Roster that allows you 
to search through everyone that is with in Chrysalis. Aside from the website Chrysalis 
have had many articles about them, mainly due to the success of their artists.

These marketing strategies are consistent with the companies goals and objectives. By 
creating a website that is home to all of the companies vital information, they are attract-
ing companies and public, (who are potential investors) to them instead of using a mar-
keting technique where they are trying to reach out to these people. Chrysalis also do a 
lot of research on the people within the music industry that they would be interested in 
recruiting. They even have a dedicated head of Artist and Repertoire, (A&R). Chrysalis 
Group. (no date). 

To be honest i think that this is the best marketing strategy for this company, especially as 
Chrysalis are not suppliers to the general public. I say this because by doing business 
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this way all of the businesses movements are kept secret until they are finalized, and pri-
vacy is key in that type of company environment. 

Production

 The publishing company ‘Chrysalis’ doesn’t manufacture anything, so there product 
is simply the service that they provide, which is only to other businesses and not to the 
general public. Therefore their figures are not based upon ‘sales’ they are based on the 
deals that they manage to do with the copyrights they own. However the value of the 
songs they hold copyrights to are very high in comparison to the other independent mu-
sic publishing companies. This is because there is such a high demand for these songs, 
(due to their popularity). So it’s fair to say that the quality of Chrysalis’s products are of a 
very high standard and are strict with their quality control. This is good for Chrysalis be-
cause it generates income but this can be bad for the people making the music that they 
are signing, as it means that they have to continue making popular music that can be 
used to generate money, and this may not always be what they want to do.

A good thing about Chrysalis and publishing companies in general is that they don’t have 
a limitation to locations for space or manufacturing purposes. Copyrights are not space 
consuming and can be kept all on computer or even in a filling cabinet. It’s just down to 
how much work the company wants to take on. So their flexibility in terms of equipment is 
irrelevant and the capacity of the company is just down to the amount of staff they want to 
have, but is really endless.

 “Overall trading results were ahead of Board expectations, despite the difficult eco-
nomic conditions, with normalised operating profit up 86% to £2.6m from £1.4m.”  
Chrysalis Group. [2010].

Comparing the figures for Chrysalis’s cash flow you can see that Chrysalis keep on mak-
ing more and more money for the company and its shareholders. This year Chrysalis 
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where up 13.8% to £7.4m from £6.5m. Where as last year they were up £6.5m from 
£5.6m. Chrysalis Group. [2009].
From looking at the balance sheets for Chrysalis over their past 5 years of trading I can 
see that their liquidity position has improved over the years. back in 2005 they had a li-
quidity ratio of just 1:1. Suggesting that the business may not have been able to pay their 
way in the near future. This ratio stayed static up until 2008, (3 years down the line). In 
2008 Chrysalis’s liquidity ratio flew up just past 3:1. and managed to maintain that ratio in 
the year 2009 with larger amounts. (This infor is based on Chrysalis’s Balance Sheets)

    2009  2008  2007  2006  2005
units = £1000

Non Current Assets:  11,083 6,259  23,511 91,935 93,643
Current/Liquid Assets: 57,796 59,385 200,048 62,380 66,475
Non Current Liabilities: 35,087 20,332 23,511 91,935 93,643
Current Liabilities:  38,426 43,301 200,048 62,380 66,475

 Chrysalis. (2010). 

Objectives

 The object of Chrysalis is to generate more and more profit for both the business 
and all of the stakeholders. This is to keep the business alive and also keep investors 
happy. They do this by signing work that is, or would be most popular to the masses with 
the right marketing and promotion. They then measure the success of this by how much 
money the artists they have signed generate for the company. This is the main objective/
focus of Chrysalis and is one that benefits all parties involved, including the owners and 
shareholders.

Chrysalis's vision is to be the 1st choice for music publishing in terms of writers, produc-
ers, composers and artists. They both seek and attract talent to join their company, and 
once they get the talent in to their business they aim to reward and develop them so that 
they can reach their maximum potential. And to be honest they are very much on their 
way to achieving this goal.

Organisation Structure

  Chrysalis have a strategy which is best for everyone, they keep on increasing the 
catalogue of talent that they have the copyrights to. By doing this they are increasing the 
probability of profit as they will be attracting more clients, (people that use the music 
Chrysalis owns the copyrights to). They thrive to get clients using the talent they have by 
giving their artists maximum exposure and development where needed.

 Chrysalis clearly provide all of the information on their website for all to see as any 
PLC should, maintaining the highest possible standard of corporate ethics recognising 
their corporate social responsibilities. They also make sure not to work with any people/
companies that they believe are engaging in unethical practices. The community and 
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charities are of great concern to Chrysalis, so they give to selected charities and try to 
keep their carbon foot print to the minimum. 

 The thing about Chrysalis which makes them stand out is that even though they 
aim to be the biggest publishing company and first choice to talent, they have been in-
vesting other publishing companies since 1998. This shows that instead of beating their 
competitors by crushing them, they aim to generate profit with them so that they can bet-
ter themselves and get closer to their goals by doing so. The companies they invested in 
are; Brasseys, B.T. Batsfors, Ramboro Books, Robson Books, Salamander, Greenwich 
Editions, Conway, Putnam, ZigZag and more. Chrysalis Group. (Date Unknown).

Competition

! Bertlesmann Media Group

It would seem that no competitor would be able to keep up with Chrysalis. But recent 
news has shown otherwise.
 “Chrysalis is being bought by German rival Bertelsmann Media Group (BMG) and 
private equity firm Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR).” BBC News. (2010).

Bertelsmann Media Group (BMG) were more widely known to the public as Sony BMG. 
As The German company BMG and the American company Sony Music Entertainment 
were working together as one with a ‘50-50 Joint Venture’. But now Sony owns 100% of 
their company and BMG own their own company. Some may still recognise BMG as home 
for celebrity Judge on the TV Show X-factor, Simon Cowell. Simon Cowell joined BMG 
while Sony and BMG where still working in conjunction with each other.

 “after launching his own label at the age of 23, Simon joined BMG in 1989”. Lycos. 
(Date Unknown).

BMG has been around for a lot longer then Chrysalis. It was founded in 1835 according 
to their ‘extensive’ profile. Bertelsmann Group. (Date Unknown). and in 2009 was 
crowned, “The most international business in the world”. However BMG is not a Public 
Limited Company like Chrysalis is and therefore their financial data is held in confidenci-
ality.

! Kobalt Music Group

Another competitor in the market Kobalt Music Group. Kobalt was founded in the year 
2000 by Willard Ahdritz. Kobalt Music Group. (Date Unknown). This was not Willard 
Ahdritz first publishing comapany and this company is not as big as Chrysalis, but is on 
track to be one day.

 “The London based Kobalt Music Group, the fastest growing independent music 
publishing company in the world”. Kobalt music group. (2010). 

Kobalt Music Group is home to famous artist such as; Busta Rhymes, Bryan Mcknight, 
Gwen Stefani, Kid Cuddi, Kylie Minogue, Usher etc and have over 900 artists signed to 
their publishing Company. Kobalt Music Group. (2010). 
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 Kobalt Music Group don’t just focus on their celebrity faces though. They also have a 
wide range of Film and Tv Composers.

Conclusion and Recommendations

I think Chrysalis have done extremely well to build the company that they have and obtain 
such worthy copyrights. What they have accomplished has been greater than their oppo-
nents but they have reached the end of an era. They tried to become the biggest publish-
ing company in the world independently, and came quite close to that goal but realisti-
cally would always have needed some further backing by major companies. So even 
though Chrysalis have accomplished a lot in the past and hold the copyrights to some of 
the most famous and best selling artists in the world, financially they could not keep up 
with the major companies.

 “Mr Wright added that he was proud of Chrysalis' track record”.

Chrysalis did well to sell their publishing company to the main competition. Even though it 
may look as if Chrysalis took the easy way out and sold, Chrysalis took the best way in my 
opionion. And BMG paid their respects to Chrysalis by paying,

 “160 pence per Chrysalis share, 45.5% higher than the 110p closing price on 29 
October, the last trading day before Chrysalis announced that it was in takeover talks”. 

Chrysalis will no longer be a Public Limited Company as it will be owned entirely by board 
members of BMG. BBC News. (2010).
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